
Run no 2259 
Location Benowa Tavern  
Hare Sir Blackies Birthday run 
39 Hashmen 
 
The interstate travelers returned and the biggest pack in months came to the birthday boy run. The 
pre run huddle included hashy Birthday for the hare. Lucky we had a pub meal and the hare did not 
need to ration food for the large turnout. It was a point of discussion that many people turn up the 
week before the AGPU.  
 
The hare Sir Blackstump briefed the pack in the Tavern car park and we set off on the 30 minute run 
and the shorter walk as the had hare described the trail … all were on trail and somehow the 30 
minutes turned into an hour for the walkers and the ever reducing number of runners.  
 
The trail was well marked and even used some of the marks left over from Halal’s run when he used 
surveyors paint for markings. 
 
During the walk SPV and Now Loved shared their experiences and understanding of the UK real 
estate market, and their kids experience in buying property there.  
 
On return to the bucket … the back of Sir Blackstump’s car where the crownies and snacks were 
served , was the designated spot for the circle, before going into the pub for a seniors discount meal.  
 
Immediately after the birthday crownies were consumed,  
GM Sir Two Dogs called the final circle of his reign at 7.07 and explained the format next week’s 
AGPU run.  
 
STD called Rainbow out as a visitor and for holding on to 2 birthday crownies in the pre circle drink.  
 
Returning runners  
Shat  
Slab 
Jigsaw  
Fuckall 
 
Run report by Hotdick  
Walk report by Cumsmoke  
 
RA Brewtus was introduced and someone said this is your last chance so don’t fuck it up. Brewtus 
did not fuck it up and his call for charges, created the opportunity for Miscarrage to call out Rug for 
wearing a turban beanie  

Rug told a story about how the Indian men stroking the red dot     on the forehead of their wives 
determines what career they will get.  
Rainbow talked about a marble implant to explain why his Indian friend rolls his head when he is 
talking.  
 
Swollen Colon complained that he has 200 runs and no recognition despite being given such a name 
by Miscarrage who was GM at the Musgrave Hill Dog park where he was officially named.  
Only took Swollen Colon 12 years to chalk up 200 runs and tonight he was presented with a token 
for his milestone achievement.  
 



Sir Ferret charged Rainbow with owning a mobile home and never paying for a caravan park in 12 
months. Currently Rainbow is shacked up in his mobile home at the Miscarrage resort in Blackstump 
drive Nerang. This prompted a story about a woman bashing her husband over the head with a 
frying pan shared by Shat and SPV as they witnessed this act outside a motorhome on the walk as 
they returned to the bucket. Why is. It that these two witness this events from an upset wife? 
 
SBend shared an update on Brenguns accident where did a Humpty Dumpty and fell down. He has a 
shoulder injury but says he has “never been fitter”. I’ll let you work that one out.  
 
SBend also apologized to Iceman for his harsh words as scribe for the Iceman run at Paradise Point. 
Iceman was lucky to receive the bottle of port offered as compensation because Shat tried to take it 
from SBend as he held it over his shoulder.  
 
STD called end of circle and the pack headed inside  
 
Inside the tavern the seniors priced meals were enjoyed and the majority of hashers exited the 
venue about 9pm.  
 
Splinter lunch in Broadbeach, register on doodle or tell Sir Botcho  
 
Next weeks run AGPU Broadbeach  
 
Last words by 
On OnSec  
Nasty  
 


